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Hearing Health for all Canadians!  Without prevention, hearing loss will have an increasing 
impact on the health and well-being of Canadians of all ages, burdening the health care system 
and significantly affecting individual quality of life. Thanks to your support, THFC is able to 
continue working towards reversing that trend, and ensuring healthy hearing for all Canadians.
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Every day, I am greeted with the impact of 
your generous donations and volunteer hours. 
We are living in a noisy world, but you are a 
part of the solution—you are funding essential 
medical research, teaching children how to 
save their hearing, and bringing awareness to 
Canadians about the importance of hearing 
health.

Many people in our society treat hearing loss 
as an invisible disability; it is easily ignored 
and often stigmatized. Hearing loss is far too 
often treated as a symptom, or a by-product 
of aging, and not as something that should be 
treated on its own.

Fortunately, thanks to your financial support 
we are moving closer to the possibility of not 
only preventing hearing loss, but of restoring 
the hearing of those who suffer from noise-
induced hearing loss. You are part of a future 
where all Canadians care for their hearing 
health as readily as they take care of their sight 
and the rest of their bodies.

This year, my first full year at The Hearing 
Foundation of Canada, has gone by so quickly. 
2014/2015 was a year of transition for The 
Hearing Foundation of Canada. We took bold 
steps forward pursuing a national advocacy 
platform, and I got to see a lot of the Ottawa 
region as I visited with a number of MPs in 
an effort to bring hearing loss to the federal 
political discussion.

Our educational program, Sound Sense/Oui 
à l’ouïe, had another successful year as we 
rolled out the workshops to new areas across 
Canada, ensuring we kept our reach national. 
We were also honoured to receive the 2014/15 
John Bamford Award from the Hear the World 
Foundation, recognizing the importance of the 
Sound Sense/Oui à l’ouïe message.

Your continued support of medical research 
meant that our researchers could investigate 
the regeneration of ear hair cells. Knowing how 
damaged hair cells in the ears are potentially 
repaired means that one day we might be able to 
actually reverse some kinds of hearing. Imagine 
being part of a cure for hearing loss! Yes, this is 
possible, and you are part of this work. 

Of course, none of these important advances 
would have been possible without your ongoing 
support. Your gifts are making a difference, 
promoting hearing health for all Canadians, and 
we at The Hearing Foundation of Canada are very 
grateful.

I look forward to continuing to work on your 
behalf next year and encourage you to get in 
touch with me at any time to discuss this report, 
our work in general, or your donations. Together 
we will continue to advance the issue of hearing 
health for all.

 Andrea Swinton, CFRE | EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Thank 
you.
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It is hard to imagine a world without 
cochlear implants and hearing aids. It was 
only through research that we have these 
technological advances for the hearing 
impaired. 

Thanks to you, 2014/15 funding ensured 
that THFC’s medical research program 
continued at the Sonja N. Koerner 
Hearing Regeneration Laboratory at the 
Sunnybrook Research Institute. 

Dr. Alain Dabdoub and Dr. Joanna 
Mulvaney collaborated with several other 
developmental neuroscientists in an on-
going investigative study into hearing 
loss treatment through inner ear hair cell 
regeneration. 

They are also exploring new treatments for 
presbycusis, or age-related hearing loss. This 
long-term research has been undertaken in 
the hopes that eventually a path to hearing 
loss restoration will be uncovered. That’s 
right: because of your support we may 
be able to actually reverse some forms of 
hearing loss. The medical research program 
at THFC will keep searching for pathways to 
better hearing health for all Canadians. 

Since 2001, your donations have funded 
over $300,000 in research projects at 
Sunnybrook Hospital alone, and many more 
projects at 14 other medical research labs 
across the country. 

We do not receive any government 
funding for this work and rely solely on the 
generosity of donors like you. Our plans are 
to be able to do even more for research and 
we are currently developing a campaign to 
significantly increase the investment we are                
able to make into researching hearing health.  

Sound Sense/Oui à l’ouïe
Children today live in a world that is noisier 

than any other. When headphones and iPods 
seem to be constantly attached and turned 
on it is vital to get across the message that 
hearing health must be safeguarded. And 
perhaps most importantly, with a little bit of 
foresight and intervention - hearing loss is 
preventable.

The award winning Sound Sense/Oui à 
l’ouïe program is a bilingual hearing health 
intervention program, aimed at children ages 
9 -12. Through 50-minute interactive sessions 
we educate students (and their families) about 
the dangers of noise exposure, and the need 
to protect your hearing on a day-to-day basis. 
Using the slogan “Save your hearing for the 
music!” Sound Sense/Oui à l’ouïe encourages 
healthy listening habits and promotes the 
value of hearing in their lives, how hearing 
works, and how loud listening can irrevocably 
damage it. Thanks to your financial support, 
the Sound Sense/Oui à l’Ouïe program 
surpassed its goals for the year and delivered 
the program in 646 schools and reached 
26,291 children in grades 4 to 6. 

We were also able to broaden our reach 
and for the first time, Sound Sense/Oui 
à l’ouïe was introduced in the Northwest 
Territories, training facilitators in September at 
a conference in Yellowknife in partnership with  
the Canadian Hard of Hearing Association.  

Through a generous grant from the Power 
Corporation of Canada, the French DVD was 
updated, and Celia and Loris - our new Sound 
Sense/Oui à l’ouïe mascots, were introduced, 
bringing new life into the material in time for a 
new school year.

It was also a great honour this year to be 
presented with the 2014/15 John Bamford 
Award in recognition of our Sound Sense/
Oui à l’ouïe program, from the Hear the World 
Foundation. 

Thanks to Prof. Dr. Bamford, the 
Hear the World Foundation, and our 
other donors like you we look forward 
to continuing to spread our important 
message about hearing loss prevention to 
children across Canada for years to come. 

The need is great and we hope you share 
our vision for a day when we are able to 
fulfill all of the requests for the program. If 
you know of anyone who shares our desire 
to ensure that all Canadian children have 
the opportunity to prevent hearing loss 
please consider an introduction.

The Hearing Foundation of Canada  is the only national charity that focuses on 
research, education and advocacy in order to improve the lives of people who live with hearing loss 
and also to prevent hearing loss. Like you, we believe in hearing health for all Canadians.

In the past year we have been able to make significant advances on all fronts. This work has 
only been possible due to the generosity and support of so many individuals, corporations and 
foundations and the following is only a small sample of what you have all helped us to accomplish 
this year. 

This programme is exemplary in so 
many ways. It is well-designed and well-
organised, as well as being innovative, 
engaging and relevant for its target 
audience... [It] has had a demonstrable 
effect on attitudes and behaviours as 
evidenced in published papers. 

- Professor John Bamford, 
hear the World foundation

Meet Celia ... ...and Loris!

} }

} }

(left) The THFC staff at Sunnybrook 
Hospital, during an appreciation event.

(far right, top and bottom:) Sound Sense 
classroom session

The Hearing Foundation of Canada is 
the only national charitable organization 
that makes research into hearing health 
a funding priority. 

Medical Research
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Baby’s Communication Checklist
Early detection of hearing loss is essential to ensure that babies 

who are born with hearing loss have every opportunity to develop their 
communication skills.

To help, we created The Baby’s Communication Checklist (BCC). The 
BCC is a keepsake guide to childhood language milestones and was 
distributed across Canada this year through the English and French 
editions of Parents Canada. The insert was packaged with their Spring/
Summer edition, reaching 144,000 new parents.        

The Checklist is also featured on the Public Health Agency of 
Canada’s website. The Agency produces and has access to a wide 
range of research material and other resources for parents and families 
who have questions and concerns related to the health and wel-being 
of children, and the Baby’s Communication Checklist is their reference 
piece of choice dealing with children’s hearing health. You can find the 
link to the Checklist at http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/hp-ps/dca-dea/cht-
sse/index-eng.php.

We are currently looking for a corporate partner who would like to help 
keep this program going and to broaden our reach in 2016.

} }

Outreach
With so much work to do it has become clear that we must broaden our base 

of support and reach out to more Canadians who share your commitment to 
hearing health.

This year, we introduced our first THFC ambassador, Kayla Dawn Turnbull. 
Kayla Dawn describes herself as a person with “an open mind, open heart and 
one open ear!” Born with unilateral hearing loss, which she found to be a major 
obstacle in life, she learned to accept her hearing loss, and she is now a singer/
songwriter. She is proud to be a THFC ambassador because of our continued 
commitment to funding innovative medical research, educating the public on 
hearing health and advocating on behalf of those, like her, who have hearing loss. 

We also increased our media attention with articles in such diverse press 
outlets as the London Free Press, Yahoo.com and Allied Hearing Health 
Magazine. 

Our social media reach expanded significantly, with an over 500% increase in 
engagement on Facebook, and a presence on LinkedIn and Twitter. Thank you 
to all of our friends and followers who help us to engage more people around the 
issue of hearing health and hearing loss prevention. Your “likes”, “shares” and 
comments make a big difference and get noticed! Please continue to recommend 
our social online networks and comment whenever you can. We LOVE hearing 
from you!

} }Advocacy 
You told us that advocacy around hearing health and hearing health resources was 

important to you and that you would like to see more work on this front. In 2014/15 
we responded.  

With the help of one of Canada’s leading strategic communications firms, we began 
to collect data about public knowledge and attitudes towards hearing health. For 
example, we learned that 74% of Canadians believe that hearing loss is an important 
health issue and that 85% of people surveyed believe that more should be done to 
help young people prevent hearing loss.

These statistics provided a solid footing from which to develop an advocacy 
platform, and start a conversation with the Federal Government. Our goal was to 
raise awareness of noise-induced hearing loss and the need for significant funding 
investments into education, prevention and research.  

Over the course of the year we engaged 43 Members of Parliament, and held 18 
meetings with MPs from across the country, from all political parties. We also met with 
other key stakeholders who have an interest in supporting THFC’s mandate, including 
the Assembly of First Nations and the Royal Canadian Legion. 

Thank you for helping us to make your voice heard on Parliament Hill, and 
ensure that hearing health is finally treated with the gravity that it deserves. Our 
conversations with federal representatives will continue into next year.

}}

(above) Andera Swinton, our 
Executive Director, on Parliament Hill

(below) Andrea and Peter 
Stoffer, MP for Sackville-Preston-
Chezzetcook

Kayla Dawn Turnbull, THFC’s first 
ambassador

You made all this happen.}Because of your gifts, we were able to run these 
essential hearing health programs across the nation.

Thank you.

http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/hp-ps/dca-dea/cht-sse/index-eng.php
http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/hp-ps/dca-dea/cht-sse/index-eng.php
https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-hearing-foundation-of-canada
https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-hearing-foundation-of-canada
https://twitter.com/HearFdnCan
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Stella, or, as she preferred, Pat, was a woman before 
her time. She broke barriers as a businesswoman when 
only men were seen as suitable for the role.

Born of British parents in 1919, her family emigrated 
to Canada and settled in Toronto early in her life. After 
three years, they moved to Montreal, which they called 
home for the next forty years.  

Pat graduated from McGill University in 1941 with 
degrees in math and history. In July 1942, she went 
to work for Bell Canada in Montreal as a clerk. A few 
months later, she was promoted to a management 
position and wrote a series of papers, titled the 
Economic Review.  After WWII, she was promoted to 
a marketing position at Bell involving pure statistical 
analysis. Her career with Bell was starting to take off, 
and this business career was her dream. 

During the 50’s and 60’s, she was in the vanguard 
of female Bell employees doing “a man’s job.”  These 
accomplishments by a number of career female 
employees were finally, formally recognized by Bell.  
Pat joined a newly-established survey research district 
as a project manager doing attitude, advertising and 
marketing research.  She traveled extensively across 
Canada as a marketing and advertising consultant.

During the 70’s she served as acting District Manager, 
ending up managing a 200-person group of staff people 
doing statistical research, basically the marketing 
research unit for all the Bell Canada companies. In 
1976. Bell Canada asked Pat to coordinate the move of 
her research unit to Toronto and to move with them.  In 
1977, the move completed, she took early retirement. 
Although she was a consummate career woman, later in 
her career, Pat suffered from a profound loss of hearing, 
which spurred her retirement from the workforce, 
although she continued to travel overseas with friends.

Pat actively supported, both with funding and as a 
volunteer, charitable organizations which were involved 

Candace Chattergoon is one of The Hearing Foundation of 
Canada’s dedicated volunteers. With limited resources and a 
small core staff, it is only through the volunteer efforts  of people 
like Candace that we can accomplish so much for hearing health 
in Canada.  

With a background in Psychology and Justice Studies, 
Candace chose to volunteer at THFC in order to gain experience 
in the charitable sector, and to give back to the community.  
Candace is a volunteering star: We’re not her only volunteer 
position—we have to share her with other worthy causes.

When it comes to her commitment to philanthropy, Candace 
clearly has her heart in the right place. 

THFC: Can you tell us a little bit about what motivates you 
to spend so much time volunteering?

CC: It probably sounds cliché but I really do love helping 
others. I have come to realize from my volunteer 
experience at THFC and at other establishments, 
that in order to gain primary experience you have to 
keep learning and enjoy the people you are around. 
Volunteering is a great way to immerse yourself into the 
field to gain experience and skills. No opportunity is ever 
wasted because knowledge learned is always a reward. 

THFC: Where do you get your inspiration?

CC: My mother is the most inspirational person I know. 
She always puts herself second to our needs and 
happiness and I believe that is where I get my motivation 
towards helping, caring and assisting others. 

“Three things that I believe should be done in life are: 

Learn - you can never run out of new things to learn about.
Dance - something I grew up doing. It’s a great way to have fun.  
Laugh - you should try to laugh every day because your smile can 
make others smile and there is nothing better than knowing you’ve 
helped someone in any small way.” 

Meet Candace

And we have 
to also thank 

Candace! 

– Candace Chattergoon, THFC Volunteer

}} In MeMorIuM

THFC: Which part of our work do you identify most 
with?

CC: I found THFC’s Sound Sense program intriguing. 
Having never heard of, or experienced a program like 
Sound Sense during my elementary/ middle school 
years, [I think it] is definitely something that is needed 
in today’s driven technological and media laden 
society.

If I could change one thing, it would be to have more 
persistent education and protection around hearing 
loss. Sound Sense is a great tool. But education and 
information on hearing health should not be limited 
to young children and seniors. Everyone should be 
exposed to information on preventative practices to 
help sustain and protect their hearing from damage or 
loss.  

The Hearing Foundation of Canada is made stronger 
every year through our volunteers and our donors. You 
are helping us build a Canada where we will all have 
access to the best hearing health possible, and for this 
we thank you.

Stella “Pat” Hamilton cHoSe 
HoPe tHrougH reSearcH, 

education and advocacy, 
HelPing otHer canadianS wHo 

Have tHe Same condition SHe 
did witH Her generouS gift.

Stella livingStone Hamilton.  BuSineSSwoman. PHilantHroPiSt. Hearing-imPaired.
SHe cHoSe to SuPPort tHe Hearing foundation of canada,  aS a memBer of our Sound inveStment circle. 

in such areas as environmental preservation, support for 
the poor and underprivileged, and, as her loss of hearing 
progressed, groups that were involved in hearing loss 
research and support for the hearing impaired.  Pat was 
generous with both her money and her time for these 
causes she passionately supported.

 Stella “Pat” Hamilton died in April 2014 of old age, 
complicated by her dementia. Her nephew, Dave 
Killminster, noted, “[Pat} fought very hard to overcome 
her own deafness...[she] withdrew more and more as her 
deafness worsened.”

When people who have suffered hearing loss lose the 
social interaction they are accustomed to, studies have 
shown that the risk of injury and dementia significantly 
increase.

Pat bequeathed funds to THFC to continue our efforts 
into research, education and advocacy. We will continue 
that mission, in her memory and for people like her 
nephew Dave, who also suffers from a similar hearing loss, 
although not yet to the extent of his aunt’s.

If you, like Pat Hamilton and Dave Killminster, are 
concerned about hearing loss and would like to see it 
continue to be investigated in the hopes of treatment or a 
cure, please consider joining The Hearing Foundation of 
Canada’s Sound Investment Circle. 

For more information on our planned 
giving program, contact Jessica Rode 
by phone at 416-364-4060 x1, or by 
email at jrode@hearingfoundation.ca.
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T here are many ways to give, and THFC is fortunate to also have 

a commited volunteer roster. This past fiscal year, our volunteers 

clocked over 1100 hours.

 That’s more than 189 days in total! 

$10,0000 - $49,999
Hear the World Foundation

Estate of Libuse Koldinsky

LCBO 

Marianne V. Oundjian 

RHF Hearing Foundation

}}$50,000 - $99,999
Mason Homes Ltd.

Ontario Trillium Foundation

John R. Pepperell

}}

$100,000 +
Estate of Stella Livingston Hamilton

Power Corporation of Canada

Richard E. Rooney

TD Bank Group

}}

$1,000 - $9,999

Dr. Peter Alberti

Terry Bisset

Dr. Manohar Bance

The Catherine and Maxwell Meighen Foundation

CIBC Children’s Foundation

Community Foundation of Ottawa

Frances Cowan

The Edmonton Oilers Community Foundation

The F.K. Morrow Foundation

Gary Bluestein Charitable Foundation

Jason F. Gorel

Mike Green

The Hamber Foundation

Hamilton Community Foundation

Industrial Alliance Insurance and Financial Services

The Jackman Foundation

The John C. and Sally Horsfall Eaton Foundation

The Lawson Foundation

Jonathan Mackey

Manitoba First Nations Education Resource Centre Inc.

Mary Oster

PPG Canada Inc.

S. M. Blair Family Foundation

Scotiabank

Wayne E. Shaw

Tessera Executive Search

Thunder Bay Community Foundation

Zeller Family Foundation

3M (in-kind donation)

} }

Thank you
to our donors... 

Dr. Steve Aiken

Dr. Peter Alberti

Eileen Bailey

Dr. Manohar Bance

Gertrud Barwick

Frances Becker

Shavax Bhader

Terry Bisset

Darlene M. Boyson

Roy K. Brinkworth

Catherine Brown

Douglas James Brown

Grace T. Burke

John L. Carter

Carol-Lynn Chambers

James Concannon

Robert Cooke

Brian Cooper

Wanda Davidson

Dorte Deans

Phil Dickman

Joseph P.A. Dooley

Janice Eales

Donald V. Feltham

Ernst C Frohloff

Maurice Galvin

Richard T. Gibson

Kohur Gowrisankaran

Dorothy Graham

Juliet E. Harrison

Tony Hebert

Carol A. Jamieson

Jeshand Hardwood Floors

Jean Laflamme

Jean S. Laird

Pearl Lee

R. A. Leslie

George MacDonald

Jonathan Mackey

Sean Maw

Hugh McKay

Andrew Michienzi

Maurice Monette

Ronald Y. Nishi

Freda J. Parsons

Diane A. Raymond

Roland Roberts

Margaret E. Rodgers

Joan Rogers

Norah E. Schraivogel

E. May Sherwin

Joan Shorey

Parminder K. Singh

Dean F. Smith

Irene Smith

Ravi Inder Soligo

Victoria Springer

David Thomas

Richard Thompson

Magloire Valliere

Mary Lou Van Schaik

Eileen Vance

Marlene Walcott

Linda Walker

Audrey Willson

H. Wilmhurst

Tracy Alexandra Yang

Monthly Donors}}

“If you think you're too small to have an impact,

try going to bed with a mosquito.”

- Anita Roddick, Founder, The Body Shop

Without your support, none of this important work could be done.

While every effort is made to ensure the list of donors is complete and accurate, we apologize for any errors or omissions.

“What we have done for ourselves alone dies with us;
what we have done for others and the world remains, 
and is immortal.”

- Albert Pike

...and to our volunteers!
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I, like many of you who have donated, have 
hearing loss. So do many on our Board 
of Directors. Some as a result of noise 
exposure, some through age-related issues, 
some were born with hearing impairment. 
And we all understand Attanasio’s point. 
We’re not uninterested; we’re not dismissive 
or standoffish.  Often...we simply can’t hear 
what’s being said. 

You understand the importance of hearing 
health. I know this because you have 
supported us. You have made medical 
research into hearing loss possible. You 
have educated children and adults alike in 
the dangers of noise-related hearing loss 
and the need for early intervention and 
hearing loss prevention. You have raised 
your voice to the government, as we tell our 
Members of Parliament that Hearing Health 
Needs More Attention. You are a part of 
the essential work we do every day at The 
Hearing Foundation of Canada, and I echo 
our Executive Director, Andrea Swinton’s 
words: Thank you.

Our work isn’t over, unfortunately. Support 
for hearing health falls well short of the 
need. We are hearing this from the medical 
researchers, from the communities who 
want our educational programs delivered in 
their area, and most importantly, from you, 
our donors. We are listening, and we are 
working to fill these gaps through various 
initiatives. 

In Fiscal 2014-2015, we worked to broaden 
both public and financial support through 
various meetings on Parliament Hill and the 
introduction of THFC Ambassadors; through 
third-party fundraising initiatives like Car 
Heaven and our February Coin Box Campaign 
at the LCBO. We have begun the Sound 
Investment Circle, a planned giving program 
for donors who want to incorporate planned 

Mission
Position 
Mandate}

The Hearing Foundation of Canada (THFC)  
is a national non-profit organization 
dedicated to eliminating the devastating 
effects of hearing loss on Canadians by 
promoting prevention, early diagnosis, 
leading edge medical research and 
successful intervention.

We believe that:
• Hearing loss can have a devastating 

impact on communication, and in turn, 
hinder language development, education, 
employment and personal safety.

• We should share information on how to 
prevent hearing loss so that Canadians 
can make informed decisions about 
protection and treatment.

• In the short-term, medical research will 
lead to new or improved diagnostic and 
intervention techniques and treatments.

• In the long-term, medical research will  
lead to restoration or reversal.

We are committed to improving hearing 
health among Canadians by fostering safe 
listening habits and hearing loss detection, 
from an early age, and supporting medical 
research that improves diagnosis and 
treatment.

We make a difference to Canadians by:
• Providing grants to enable Canadian 

researchers to conduct clinical and 
biological medical research in hearing-
related fields.

• Educating the public, particularly young 
people, on how to detect and prevent 
hearing loss.

• Advocating awareness of hearing 
protection and related issues to 
governments, media and the public.

“Silence is a text easy to misread.”
 - A.A. Attanasio

John Pepperell | CHAIR, THFC BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Life is loud. 
For some people. 

Maybe fewer than you think. 

giving into their philanthropic activities, and I 
hope you, as a supporter of THFC’s mission 
striving for hearing health for all Canadians, will 
consider joining the Circle.

I would be remiss if I didn’t take a moment to 
introduce you to our newest Board members. 
We are pleased to have welcomed Dr. Steve 
Aiken and Dr. Manohar Bance as Directors 
of THFC. Dr. Bance is also the new Chair of 
the Medical Research Committee. Based out 
of Dalhousie University in Halifax, both bring 
impressive skills and a wealth of knowledge that 
will advance THFC’s mission and expand our 
reach.

A final thought:  Once again our Board of 
Directors volunteered a significant amount of 
their time, for which I would like to extend my 
gratitude. Our Board is incredibly committed to 
our cause—although it might embarrass them, 
I am proud to note that their support is not just 
through governance; every single member is 
also a donor to THFC. Their investment of time 
and money, along with yours and those of all 
our donors and volunteers, has been vital to 
the accomplishments of this fiscal year, and 
our future success. The Hearing Foundation of 
Canada would not exist without your support.
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2014-15 THFC Board of Directors

Chair 

John Pepperell, CFA

Vice Chair

 Carol-Lynn Chambers

Treasurer 

Jason F. Gorel, CPA, CA, CFA, CPA (Illinois)

Deputy Treasurer

James V.  Louttit

Directors

Dr. Steve Aiken, MSc, PhD

Dr. Peter Alberti, MBBS, PhD, FRCS(C) 

Dr. Manohar Bance, MB,MSc, FRCS(C)

Terry Bisset

Peter Grech 

Mike Green

Jonathan  Mackey

Stanley Tepner, CPA, CA, MBA, CFP, TEP, CIM

The Hearing Foundation of Canada (THFC) is incorporated under the Canada Not-for-profit Corporations Act.  
THFC is registered with the Canada Revenue Agency as a charitable organization and is exempt from income 
taxes. The Foundation adheres to a model of governance through which it provides strategic leadership and 
direction while always maintaining a clear distinction between Board and management roles.

Organizational Structure

Organizational Chart}
}

}
}

We are also Pleased to note that not 
only is our Board entirely volunteer, 
But they are all also donors to our 
cause, making a douBle investment!

(above) Members of THFC’s Board 
and staff enjoying a holiday event

Alone we can do so little; 
together we can do so much.

- Helen Keller

If management is about 
running the business, 

governance is about seeing 
that it is run properly.

- R. Tricker

THFC Executive Director

ProsPect 
researcher 
(Volunteer)

administratiVe 
assistant 

(Volunteer)

manager, 
Projects

office manager
deVeloPment 

officer

marketing & 
communications 

coordinator

fundraising 
consultant

Board of Directors

adVisory council

medical research 
committee

goVernance committee 

fundraising committee

finance committee

}}
}

}
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As The Hearing Foundation of Canada’s 
Treasurer, I am proud to report to you that 
we had a solid fiscal year in 2014-2015.        
I take our duty to you with regards to 
financial responsibility very seriously, not 
only because of my role as Treasurer, but 
also since I am a donor myself. We believe 
you are due the respect of a prudently 
managed organization, and THFC’s 
Finance Committee worked closely with 
staff to ensure the money you donated 
was appropriately used to support the 
three pillars of the THFC mandate: 
Education. Research. Advocacy.

In an effort to broaden our funding base 
beyond individual giving and foundation 
and corporate grants, alternate revenue 
streams were identified and acted upon. 
Examples included donations through Car 
Heaven and a very successful LCBO coin 
box campaign, with boxes at each register 
in 643 locations across Ontario.

I am pleased to report that THFC had 
a balanced budget in Fiscal 2014-2015, 
with no need to access our Echo Fund 
reserves. We also transferred the Fund 
to a High Interest Savings Account 
expressly to reduce fees, leading to higher 
investment balances.

THFC transitioned to the Canada Not-
for-profit Corporations Act (the NFP Act) 
this year, and was found fully compliant 
and cooperative during the fiscal 2014-
2015 audit. Grant Thornton LLP, our 
independent auditors, met with the THFC 
Finance Committee to discuss the scope 
and results of the Independent Auditor’s 
Report, including the review on the 
adequacy of THFC’s internal accounting 
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controls and the quality of THFC’s financial 
reporting prior to issuing the opinion on the 
financial statements.

The Independent Auditor’s Report 
resulted in a qualified opinion. The auditor 
noted that this is not uncommon for 
charitable organizations like ours, which 
have a limited staff. THFC is a national 
charity with a staff of five people, which 
means that when donations are received, 
one or more processing steps may be done 
by a single person. This is in opposition 
to the preferred audit standard of each 
step of the process always being handled 
by a different person. If in the future, our 
organization requires additional staff, 
this issue will be addressed through the 
appropriate redistribution of duties, and this 
qualification should no longer be required.

I submit the following financial statements 
with confidence that THFC is in a financially 
sound position and is fully compliant with 
the NFP Act. Our full audited financial 
statements are available on our website,                     
www.hearingfoundation.ca, or by request. 

Statement of financial PoSition
Year ended March 31 2015 2014 

Assets
Current assets   

Cash $ 409,300 $ 622,586

Short-term investments 688,523 397,928

Harmonized Sales Tax receivable 27,450 44,964

Prepaid expenses and other 20,131 16,831

$ 1,145,404 $ 1,082,309

Liabilities and Fund Balances
Current liabilities

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities $ 21,345 $ 32,926

Deferred contributions 94,000 233,000

115,345 265,926

Fund balances
Unrestricted 341,536 418,455

ECHO Fund 688,523 397,928

1,030,059 816,383

$ 1,145,404 $ 1,082,309

Statement of revenue & exPenditureS

Year ended March 31 2015 2014 

Revenue
Donations $ 785,110 $ 980,101  

Bequests 286,344 61,817

Net Investment Gain 4,251 2,336

1,075,705 1,044,254

Expenditures 
Salaries & Benefits 396,604 347,276

Program-contracted Services 109,654 102,345

Professional Services 78,278 81,639

Medical Research Grants 50,000 78,000

Communications 71,718 61,568

Premises 53,232 38,312

Printing 50,433 35,214

Equipment & Supplies 36,090 23,733

Fundraising & Other 16,020 19,299

862,029 787,386

Excess of Revenue over Expenditure $ 213,676 $ 256,868

Financial Summary

For The Hearing Foundation of 
Canada’s complete 

2014-2015 Audited Financials, 
please visit 

http://www.hearingfoundation.ca/
media-centre/
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